
DECORATING YOUR
HOME WITH BLINDS

REFLECT
YOUR STYLE
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OPEN PLAN LIVING ROOM BLINDS

Open Plan Living areas are a popular modern trend, 
the focus is on creating seamless transitions from 
one space to the other in an area that is likely to be 
central to your daily routine.

When selecting a window treatment, the focus 
should be on creating consistency across all your 
windows in the space. Popular choices would be 
our SheerWeave Screen Roller Blind that can form a 
functional base for all your windows, controlling heat 
and glare, while providing an elegant sophisticated 
look.

Roller Blinds
BLOCKOUT ROLLER BLINDS

A Blockout Roller Blind is a functional solution for Open 
Plan Living Rooms where total light control or privacy is 
paramount. The advantage of a Roller blind is that when 
they are rolled up, they can easily disappear from view 
and not interfere with your views and space.

Roller Blinds
SCREEN ROLLER BLINDS

The Screen Roller Blind is the perfect addition to your 
Open Plan Living Room, the woven fabric allows you to 
connect to the exterior allowing for a daytime view while 
controlling heat and glare.

The Screen Roller Blind is well suited to large windows, 
The Screen Roller Blind can be motorised by using 220V 
or rechargeable battery motors to allow for the ultimate 
convenience and control.

VISION BLINDS RETRO VENETIAN BLINDS BAMBOO BLINDS CELLULAR PERFECT FIT  BLINDS
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Wide Format Blinds
ALLUSION BLINDS

The perfect two in one solution for your Open Plan Living 
Room. The Allusion Blind allows you to quickly adjust 
between views to the outside and privacy and light 
control by simply tilting the vanes. The Allusion blind also 
has the unique feature of being able to walk through the 
window covering while in its drawn position.

The Allusion Blind is suitable for wide openings and is a 
soft elegant window covering.

Wide Format Blinds
RIPPLE SHADE BLINDS &  
SCREEN ROLLER BLINDS

The combination of the Ripple Shade and the Screen 
Roller Blind is a comprehensive solution for any Open 
Plan Living area. The Screen Roller Blind provides 
daytime privacy and views while controlling heat and 
glare. The Ripple Shade will provide evening privacy and 
will add a touch of depth and texture to your space.

Aesthetically they suit each other perfectly, both provide 
clean modern lines that will compliment any décor.

Wide Format Blinds
SLIDING PANEL BLINDS

The Sliding Panel System is an elegant and bold shading 
solution for larger windows and patio doors and may 
also be used as a room divider. The panels can either 
be stacked to one side of the window or to the left and 
right of a window or door. You can get creative by mixing 
and matching your fabrics or colours on the same Sliding 
Panel track.

RETRO BLINDS SLIDING PANEL BLINDS SCREEN ROLLER BLINDS SCREEN ROLLER BLINDS
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LIVING ROOM BLINDS

Keeping with the common social area, let’s move 
into the living room – the place where families 
come to connect, unwind and relax together. This 
space, being a social room, needs a delicate 
balance of heat and light to maintain a comfortable 
atmosphere for everybody to be at ease in each 
other’s company.

Venetian Blinds
WOOD VENETIAN BLINDS

The Wood Venetian Blind offers your living room a 
combination of privacy and light control. Select from 
the genuine wood slat in painted and stained finishes 
in a modern colour palette or select a Wood Alloy slat 
made of synthetic materials to provide a moisture friendly 
solution.

Roller Blinds
LIGHT FILTER ROLLER BLINDS

A Light Filtering Roller Blind allows for a degree of 
night and day privacy while still harnessing your natural 
daytime light. There are a number of different textures 
and colours available in the range that will allow you 
to create a distinct atmosphere while drawing on your 
natural light.

SCREEN ROLLER BLINDS DOUBLE ROLLER BLINDS ALLUSION BLINDS RIPPLE SHADE
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Day & Night Blinds
VISION BLINDS

A Vision Blind features two layers of translucent and 
opaque horizontal striped fabric. A single control allows 
the front layer to move independently of the back so that 
the stripes glide between each other creating an open 
and closed effect, with limitless light control. The Vision 
Blind is a practical solution for Living Rooms that require 
privacy but without losing the flexibility to easily adjust 
for a view.

Shutter
ALTRA HINGED SHUTTERS

The Altra Hinged Shutter brings a distinct presence to 
your Living Room. Adjust the blades to control privacy 
and light or open the panels completely to enjoy your full 
window. The Altra Shutter is made of aluminium material, 
designed to simulate the look of a wood shutter, but 
provides all the hard-wearing qualities of aluminium.

SLIDING PANEL BLINDS VERTICAL BLINDS BAMBOO BLINDS ROMAN PANEL BLINDS

Venetian Blinds
RETRO BLINDS

The Retro Blind is a practical and hard-wearing product. 
It offers all the control of a Venetian Blind and allows 
you to mix the aluminium slat with a variety of aluminium 
and wood trims. Use a metallic slat to finish off a 
modern industrial themed Living Room or use one of the 
woodgrain finishes for a softer look.



DINING ROOM BLINDS
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The Dining Room is another social hub at the heart of 
the home. Although you will visit the room regularly 
you are likely to spend shorter periods of time in the 
room, this presents the opportunity to use a more 
dramatic décor look on your windows.

Day & Night Blinds
VISION BLINDS

The Vision Blind offers quick adjustment between a view 
position and privacy. The broad range of colours and 
textures available in the Vision collection will allow you to 
find the perfect fabric to complement your dining room. 
The Vision blind offers the perfect balance between 
practicality and style.

Designer Fabric
DESIGNER FABRIC ROLLER BLINDS

Make a statement in your Dining Room with a bold print 
from our Designer Fabric Collection. Shown here in Roller 
Blind format (also available as a Roman Panel, Sliding 
Panel and Vertical Blind). The Dining Room is one of the 
rooms that allow you to be a little more adventurous with 
your window covering, bringing in a touch of colour or a 
pattern.

BLOCKOUT ROLLER BLINDS WOOD VENETIAN BLINDS DOUBLE ROLLER BLINDS ALLUSION BLINDS
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Other Blinds
CELLULAR BLINDS

The Cellular Blind fits snugly into your window reveal 
allowing for minimal gaps between the blind and your 
wall. The cellular structure of the fabric offers unique 
insulation properties that reduce heat loss in winter and 
heat gain in summer. The perfect match for a cosy Dining 
Room. 

Other Blinds
ROMAN PANEL BLINDS

The Roman Panel Blind radiates a bold personality when 
down with its distinct horizontal divisions and raises to a 
distinct presence when lifted occupying a portion above 
or in your window. The Roman Panel Blind is the perfect 
choice to dress your Dining Room windows.

Roller Blinds
SCREEN ROLLER BLINDS

The Screen Roller Blind is such a versatile product it can 
be used in literally any window in your home. The Screen 
Roller blind will provide a simple and elegant addition to 
your Dining Room, allowing you to enjoy your views while 
controlling heat and glare.

SLIDING PANEL BLINDS VERTICAL BLINDS CURTAIN GLIDE BLINDS SCREEN ROLLER BLINDS



PATIO BLINDS
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The Patio is one of Africa’s favourite places. It is 
often our chosen space to eat, celebrate or relax. 
Weather and sun protection are key, not to mention 
that controlling the heat and glare on the outside of 
your house will make your internal energy control a 
lot more energy efficient.

Outdoor Blinds
FREE HANG BLINDS

The Outdoor Blind complements modern architecture 
and is available in a range of colours that will blend with 
the external façade of your home. The Outdoor Free 
Hang Blind is secured at the bottom of the blind to the 
floor, allowing you to keep your blind down in a breeze.

Outdoor Blinds
FREE HANG BLINDS

The Outdoor Blind is the modern alternative for your patio. 
The hi-tech fabrics manage heat and glare on your patio 
while maintaining the view. The Outdoor Blind will allow 
you maximum use of your external entertainment areas 
by stopping heat and glare and also providing a degree 
of weather protection while maintaining your view.

FREE HANG BLINDS FREE HANG BLINDS CHANNEL X BLINDS CHANNEL X BLINDS
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Outdoor Blinds
CHANNEL X BLIND

Channel X Outdoor Blinds feature side channels to 
enclose the blind. This makes the blind safer to lift up and 
down, gives a complete wall to wall finish and provides 
for better insulation and weather protection. Channel X 
Blinds are secured at the bottom (or at halfway if you wish) 
using a central turn knob for maximum convenience.

Shutter
ALTRA HINGED SHUTTER

The Altra Hinged Shutter is perfect for use on windows 
or smaller doors on your patio. Adjust the blades to allow 
for views and ventilation or close them up to offer sun 
or weather protection. The Altra Shutter is the perfect 
complement to modern Al Fresco living.

Shutter
ALTRA FOLD SHUTTER

The Altra Fold Shutter is a solution for wider openings. 
Altra Fold Shutters consist of panels that are connected 
to each other and fold to the side. The Shutters fold away 
on a top and bottom track. Panels can be configured 
to stack to the left or right or to be split. The Altra Fold 
Shutter is a ideal way to get more use out of your Patio 
without stifling the outdoor environment.

MDOCK WIRE GUIDE BLINDS MDOCK WIRE GUIDE BLINDS SCREEN ROLLER BLINDS SCREEN ROLLER BLINDS



KITCHEN BLINDS

The kitchen, the heart of every home. Blinds are 
a fantastic option for the kitchen because they’re 
practical and easy to use. They can contribute to 
giving your kitchen the WOW factor it deserves.

Designer Fabric
DESIGNER FABRIC ROLLER BLINDS

What better place to express yourself with one of our 
prints or textures from the Designer Fabric Collection? 
Select a fabric that suits the true personality of your 
kitchen. The Designer Fabric Collection can be made up 
as a Roller Blind, a Roman Panel Blind or a Vertical Blind.

Venetian Blinds
RETRO BLINDS

The Retro Blind is one of our products best suited to 
kitchen use. Compliment your metallic kitchen finishes 
with a 50mm metallic slat while selecting wood trims to 
match your kitchen finishes. The Retro Blind is wipe clean 
friendly and provides a mix of privacy and light control.
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BLOCKOUT ROLLER BLINDS LIGHT FILTER ROLLER BLINDS WOOD VENETIAN BLINDS VISION BLINDS



Roller Blinds
SCREEN ROLLER BLINDS

The wipe clean properties of a Screen Roller Blind make 
them a practical choice for your kitchen. The Screen 
Roller Blind provides a daytime view to the outside while 
still maintaining daytime privacy. The Screen Roller Blind 
is an elegant simple solution for your kitchen.

Venetian Blinds
35MM ALUMINIUM BLINDS

Our most cost-effective blind solution is a simple fuss 
free window covering for your kitchen. Occupying 
minimal space in the reveal and providing all the benefits 
of light and privacy control the 35mm Aluminium Blind is 
a practical all-rounder for the kitchen.

VERTICAL BLINDS BAMBOO BLINDS ROMAN PANEL BLINDS CELLULAR  BLINDS

Shutters
ALTRA HINGED SHUTTERS

The Altra Hinged Shutter is a perfect addition to your 
kitchen. The aluminium material is wipe clean friendly 
and provides the durability to stand up to the extra 
rigours of a busy kitchen. Use an Altra Double Hinged 
Shutter for the more traditional plantation shutter look or 
to use in windows where space or an obstacle restricts 
the opening of the shutter.

Page 10



BATHROOM BLINDS
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Bathroom blinds need to be functional. Taking 
care of privacy while still facilitating light control, it 
also provides an opportunity to make a bold décor 
statement in a room you will spend time in daily.

Designer Fabric
DESIGNER FABRIC ROLLER BLINDS

Bring your bathroom to life with an exciting print from the 
Designer Fabric Collection. Dressing a bathroom window 
is a great opportunity to bring a splash of colour and 
variety. The Blind featured on the left is the Palm Leaf 
design made up in a Roller Blind format.

Roller Blinds
BLOCKOUT ROLLER BLINDS

Providing complete privacy and simple ease of use the 
Blockout Roller Blind is a popular choice for a bathroom. 
Select one of the wipe clean friendly fabrics to get an 
easily serviceable product. Consider motorising your 
blind with a rechargeable battery motor for windows that 
may be difficult to reach.

BLOCKOUT ROLLER BLINDS LIGHT FILTER ROLLER BLINDS 35MM ALUMINIUM BLINDS VISION BLINDS
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Venetian Blinds
WOOD VENETIAN BLINDS

The Wood Venetian Blind is no stranger to bathroom 
décor, the blind allows for simple control of privacy and 
light while carrying a distinct presence in your window. 
Select a Wood Alloy material, a combination of hardwood 
and man-made materials for unmatched durability and 
moisture resistance. 

Shutter
ALTRA HINGED SHUTTER

The Aluminium material of the Altra Shutter is durable 
and easy to clean and is beautifully finished to simulate 
the elegance of traditional timber plantation shutter. 
The Altra Shutter will add a calming atmosphere to your 
bathroom and allow perfect control of light and privacy.

RIPPLE SHADE RIPPLE SHADE & ROLLER BLINDS VERTICAL BLINDS ROMAN PANEL BLINDS

Other Blinds
CELLULAR PERFECT FIT BLINDS

The Cellular Perfect Fit Blind is a unique blind that 
attaches to your window. The system can only be used 
on UPVC and suitable aluminium windows. The system 
allows for installation with no drilling or screwing as the 
blind attaches to the window frame.



BEDROOM BLINDS
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The bedroom is the space we often retreat to for 
unwinding and really relaxing. A key feature of 
Bedroom Blinds is to ensure your blinds offer 
sufficient privacy and help to facilitate some sleep 
or rest.

Roller Blinds
BLOCKOUT ROLLER BLINDS

The Blockout Roller Blind is a popular choice for 
bedrooms. The 100% light blockout allows you to sleep 
a little later when desired while still providing a functional 
and modern window treatment. Available in a broad 
range of colours and textures you are bound to find a 
fabric that will provide you great style with light control.

Roller Blinds
SCREEN ROLLER BLINDS

The Screen Roller Blind will provide daytime views and 
daytime privacy for your bedroom. The blind is often 
paired with an additional window treatment to provide 
evening privacy where required. The Screen Roller Blind 
is available in a broad range of colours to provide the 
perfect match for your bedroom décor.

LIGHT FILTER ROLLER BLINDS WOOD VENETIAN BLINDS 35MM ALUMINIUM BLINDS SLIDING PANELS BLINDS
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Day & Night Blinds
VISION BLINDS

The Vision Blind is a perfectly suited product for a 
bedroom. The blind provides easy adjustment between 
privacy and views while providing a bold presence with 
its striking horizontal lines. Available in a broad range of 
modern fabrics and colours including blockout options to 
provide that extra hour in bed when required.

Wide Format Blinds
RIPPLE SHADE BLINDS

The Ripple Shade is a modern and elegant window 
covering that provides the simplicity and structure of a 
blind with the warmth and texture of a curtain. Available 
in both sheer and dim-out fabric options the Ripple 
Shade is a practical and robust solution for a bedroom. 
The heavy-duty track systems are well suited to broad 
windows and are available in a variety of control options. 
Motorise your Ripple Shade for the ultimate in control and 
luxury.

ALTRA DOUBLE HINGED SHUTTER ROMAN PANEL BLINDS CELLULAR BLINDS CELLULAR PERFECT BLINDS

Motorised Blinds
MOTORISED ROLLER BLINDS

A Motorised Roller Blind offers the ultimate control in a 
room you will spend a lot of your time. Where a plug point 
is not available use a rechargeable battery motor that will 
require charging every 6 to 12 months. You can add a 
Connexoon or Home Hub to your system to allow control 
of your blind via your smart phone, this will enable you 
to set schedules to control your blinds or control them in 
groups at the touch of a single button or voice command.



CHILD’S BEDROOM BLINDS
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A child’s bedroom is a wonderful room to decorate. 
The room should provide an atmosphere conducive 
to rest and sleep, yet still set a playful tone for those 
fun filled moments. Light control for your blind is 
key, you will want to be able to control light past the 
sun rising and possibly before it sets.

Roller Blinds
BLOCKOUT ROLLER BLINDS

The Blockout Roller Blind is available in a broad range 
of colours and textures. Select from the multiple fabric 
options to create the perfect decor for your child’s room. 
Fabrics up to 3.2m wide allow you to cover extremely 
wide windows in one blind to minimise light seepage.

Roller Blinds
BLOCKOUT ROLLER BLINDS

A Blockout Roller Blind is a sensible solution for a Child’s 
Bedroom, ensure both your child and you get the sleep 
you need to navigate the busy family lifestyle. Make your 
blind child safe by motorising your blind or by using the 
child safety devices supplied to ensure that all cords do 
not pose a risk of entanglement.

DESIGNER FABRIC BLINDS DESIGNER FABRIC BLINDS DESIGNER FABRIC BLINDS DESIGNER FABRIC BLINDS
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Designer Fabric
DESIGNER FABRIC ROLLER BLINDS

The Night Hight Glow Roller Blind from the Designer 
Fabric Collection adds a star gazing touch to bedtimes. 
The fabric absorbs light and when the lights go off 
provides a gentle glow from the blind. 

Designer Fabric
DESIGNER FABRIC ROLLER BLINDS

Use one of the prints form our Designer Fabric Collection 
to add the special touch to your Child’s bedroom. 
Designed to be adventurous and fun the blind will add a 
wow factor to the décor of your room. 

DESIGNER FABRIC BLINDS 35MM ALUMINIUM BLINDS VERTICAL BLINDS ROMAN PANEL BLINDS

Wide Format Blinds
RIPPLE SHADE BLINDS

The Ripple Shade Blind provides a modern and simple 
finish to your room. The gentle S fold of the Ripple Shade 
is a simple and clean interpretation of the traditional 
curtain. Available in sheer and dim-out variations, the 
Ripple Shade is a no brainer for covering wide and large 
windows in style.



STUDY/HOME OFFICE BLINDS
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The Study is a very personal space where comfort, 
style and your own personal touch are key.

Light control is a number one priority from your 
Blind. You are likely to be working on a screen so 
the correct amount of light filtering through as not 
to strain your eyes is imperative. At the same time 
you want to harness your natural light and not rely 
on artificial lighting.

Roller Blinds
BLOCKOUT ROLLER BLINDS

The Blockout Roller Blind is the perfect product to control 
sun and light in windows for those East or West facing 
windows that are exposed directly to the sun during a 
part of the day. Simply bring the blind down to provide 
control of the heat and light which allows you to go about 
your work uninterrupted.

Day & Night Blinds
VISION BLINDS

Providing an easy switch between a view and privacy 
setting, The Vision Blind is the perfect all-rounder for 
your Home Office. The fabric range and colours available 
are sure to allow you the choice to select a fabric that 
perfectly suits your home office space.

RIPPLE SHADE BLINDS VERTICAL BLINDS BLOCKOUT ROLLER BLIND SCREEN ROLLER BLINDS
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Shutter
ALTRA HINGED SHUTTER

The Altra Hinged Shutter will provide a calming 
environment for you to do your work while still providing 
privacy and light control. The hard-wearing aluminium 
material will stand up to those daily knocks while still 
simulating the look and feel of a traditional timber shutter.

Other Blinds
CELLULAR BLIND

The Cellular Blind is a perfect match for a Home Office. 
The Cellular Blind is available as a light filtering or as 
a blockout option. The Cellular blind has a minimum 
footprint in your window allowing it to discreetly pull away 
when not in use. The Cellular Blind is also a great solution 
for door blinds or for skylights. You can even configure 
the blind to operate from the bottom up so you can 
provide privacy for the lower part of the window while 
maximising light for the upper part.

RETRO BLINDS ALLUSION BLINDS VISION BLINDS VERTICAL BLINDS

Other Blinds
ROMAN PANEL BLIND

The Roman Panel Blinds best feature is its distinct 
presence when pulled up. The Blind perfectly tops your 
window with a folded presence. The Roman Panel Blind 
will provide you with the function and distinct presence 
that your Home Office deserves.



The first rule of 
decoration is that you 
can break almost all of 

the rules...


